V. 2014 9/11
Clear All Fields
Dog’s Name
Handler’s Name
1.
2.
3.

Scorebook #
DVG #

PASS

Judges BH Book

FAIL

Before giving the judge’s book to the assigned judge, the information at the
top of the rating sheets is to be fully and completely filled out (printed or
typed).
On___________________ in ________________________________
_______________________________________________________

4.
5.
6.

Member Club Name_______________________________________
Member Club Numbers ____________________________________
Trial Chairman:___________________________________________

7.

Judge:__________________________________________________

8.

General Provisions:

9.

Dogs of all breeds and sizes are permitted. Minimum age to participate is 15
months. At the conclusion of the trial, no points score is awarded, but rather
only a rating of "Bestanden"

10.
11.
12.
13.

Along with the assigned judge, the trial chairman is responsible for the
accurate observance of the organization rules.
The judge must retain the judge's book for a minimum of one year and must
send the trial report to the DVG Headquarters

14.
15.
16.
17.

To make a booklet, after filling in your information, you should print a single copy of this page
{A}, and print page {B} printed on the reverse side. Make multiple copies of page {B}, (One for
each BH entry in the trial, printing on both sides of the paper.) Collate the copies front to back
with {A} being the front and back covers. When sheets are stapled together along the center
line, they will create a booklet for the judge’s use.

Dog's Name:______________________________D.O.B________________

B. Traffic Test

Comments

Dog's Scorebook #_____________________Breed_____________________
Registration #________________________Tattoo_____________________
Chip #_____________________________ M

F

Owner____________________________________DVG #_______________
Handler___________________________________DVG #_______________
Part 1
60
Points

Max
Points

On Lead
Heeling

15

Off Lead
Heeling

15

Sit out
of
motion

10

Down
out of
motion
w recall

10

Down
under

10

distraction

Points
Awarded

1. Encounter
with a group
of people
2. Encounter
with a bike
rider
3. Encounter
with a car
4. Encounter
with joggers
or inline
skaters
5. Encounter
with other
dogs.
6.

Behavior when
briefly tied out
alone. Around
traffic; around
other dogs.

In order to demonstrate the practical part of the BH/BHA-VT, proof of
knowledge is necessary.
In order to participate in Part B, a minimum of 70% (42 points) must have
been earned in Part A.

